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Conversation Guide to 
Cyber Risk Discussions 
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Executives and Board members need a link between their governance responsibilities and 
a realistic security outlook. It isn’t ideal to have the C-Suite or Board guiding priorities and 
resources based on incomplete information, false perceptions, and reactionary, emotional 
responses to news hype.

Discussions should shape rational, informed decisions aligned with strategic organizational 
needs within the realm of security and risk realities.

When you drive these alignment conversations, you set the stage for trust and a proactive 
shift, grounded in full understanding of your business’s current state. By defining the top risks 
to address, you can detail the concrete steps needed to achieve your goals via an actionable 
plan that can be shared with the C-Suite and Board.

Benefits
• Key stakeholder understanding of security landscape based in their goals and 

language (business outcomes)
• Buy-in on decisions and expectations
• Shaping the security practice rather than having it mandated
• Establishing a trusted advisor role

WHY LEAD CYBER RISK DISCUSSIONS 
WITH THE C-SUITE & BOARD?
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Remember that there will be many conversations. You’re setting up a lasting, proactive 
approach. The goal is to reach a perpetual security mindset.

HOW TO ENABLE DISCUSSION

Wander down cyber trend tangents or 
detailed operations problems

Use real world industry examples with 
numbers such as dollars lost 

Simplify explanations such as how 
connectedness = vulnerability

Listen to concerns & complaints 
(stay approachable)

Explain the importance of response 
and resilience

Fear monger

Complicate with technical terms 
and acronyms

Threaten or dictate

Promise bulletproof prevention

Stay grounded in business

DO DON’T
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Match C-level concerns by looking at security through a business lens. 

Discover & Decide
Goals: Collaborate with leaders to define and agree on measurement of the risk equation. 
Align on mapping risk priorities. Communicate what you can accomplish with given budget and 
timeline. 

Capture the executive point of view: How does the business make money today? Look at 
the risks associated with that process and its technologies. In their view, what are the potential 
impacts on business continuity?

You supply: Insight on threats and known weakness such as 
phishing scams or outdated equipment.

Keep in mind: Part of the executive discussion is also 
deciding what a Board presentation should look like. Find 
out what level of detail suits the group and unique areas of 
concern you’ll need to address. 

Identifying the Crown Jewels
What are the most valuable business assets? 

Which assets are most critical to business function? 

Identify security gaps and focus efforts on heavy protection for top priority assets. 

SPEAKING WITH THE C-SUITE  

Consider the Business Impact If 
Criminals Compromise:

• Data – Customer or Internal

• Network Infrastructure

• End-Point devices

• Supply Chain 

• Physical Location

• Intellectual Property or 
Classified Information

RISK = THREAT X VULNERABILITY X IMPACT
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The business lens
The goal is to optimize effective protection within budget constraints. Weigh the cost of 
securing an asset against expected annualized loss. A visual aid such as a risk wall or impact 
matrix can help put priorities in order. See example below. 

RISK MATRIX

Financial Minor Impact

Minimal or 
No Impact Limited Impact

Minor Impact
(e.g. damage < $500k)

Minimal 
Damage Minor Damage

Minimal Injury Minor Injury

Minimal or 
No Impact Minor Impact

Reputation

Asset

People

Enviroment

E1 E2 E3 E4 E5

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

B1 B2 B3 B4 B5

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

Incident has occured 
multiple times in 

company or more than 
once per year

Incident has occured 
in company once or 
in more than once in 

industry

Incident has occurred in 
industry worldwide

Unheard of in industry 
but could occur

Incident has occured 
more than once in 

company

E 
Almost 
Certain 
(eg > 90%)

Insignificant 
(minor issue easily 

handled by day-to-day 
processes)

Moderate Impact
(e.g. damage < $1MM)

Considerable 
Impact

Moderate Local 
Damage

Major Injury/
Health Effects

Moderate 
Impact

Moderate 
(significant time and 
resources required)

Minor 
(some disruption 

possible)

Major National 
Impact

Major Impact
(e.g. damage < $10M)

Major Damage

Single Fatality/
Disability

Major Impact

Major 
(operations severely 

damaged)

Major International 
Impact

Extreme Impact
(e.g. damage < $35M)

Extensive 
Damage

Multiple Fatalities/
Permanent Total 

Disability

Massive Impact

Catastrophic 
(business survival 

at risk)

D 
Likely 

(eg 50-90%)

C 
Possible 

(eg 10-50%)

B 
Unlikely 

(eg 3-10%)

A 
Remote 

Possibility 
(eg < 3%)

SEVERITY
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Tying Business Goals to Risk Strategy
What are the major business objectives for the next 2 years? 

What security or compliance requirements will be needed to achieve growth goals?

Examples of growth challenges include:

• Mergers, acquisitions, and other business movements creating new security gaps
• Contract or Business Associate requirements such as enhanced security measures 

and/or compliance reporting
• Industry regulatory changes that prompt new compliance and reporting standards
• Increased data volume, stored in the cloud, creating additional potential 

vulnerabilities
• Publicly shared cybersecurity efforts and goals

Future Predictions
What are likely future risks that could emerge (specific to our growth plan)?

What trends are emerging in the cybercrime arena?

What kind of cybercrime could end the business?

• Financial exposure
• Perceived value/reputation damage

The business lens: It would be impossible to predict and prevent every attack. How can you 
minimize damage and business disruption through better detection and response?

Risk reduction alignment: Common security goals start at the top and flow across the 
organization. What other organizational units need to be aligned with and participating in this 
strategy? How do we ensure that every employee is making the shift to a security mindset? 

SPEAKING WITH THE C-SUITE  
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Prepare to be a trusted advisor: Presenting to the Board of Directors calls for a zoomed-out 
view. Give brief, high-level information that explains security strategy, not tactics. 

During your discussion, you’ll provide reassuring facts to build confidence and trust. Be 
prepared to use examples and graphics to provide additional detail. 

Explain how you’ve come to these decisions, providing some context but leaving out 
operational details that can derail the conversation. Show how these moves ultimately serve 
the company’s larger strategic goals.

REPORTING TO THE BOARD

Typical Board Concerns
• Milestone priorities and achievement

• Budget spend

• Revenue and preserving shareholder value

• Brand protection/company reputation
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The common Board question, “Are we secure and compliant?” is more accurately answered in 
terms of the level of risk exposure.

Assessing and Prioritizing Risk
You’ve identified and classified dangers with the C-suite. Now narrow down discussion points 
to your top priorities (example below). Translate risks into possible impacts to bottom line. You 
must provide the Board a way to judge budget investment for a potentially impactful event that 
may never happen. 

PAINTING A PICTURE OF BUSINESS RISK

Phishing1 Ransomware2 Former Employee Access3 Data Breach4

RISK MATRIX

Financial Minor Impact

Minimal or 
No Impact Limited Impact

Minor Impact
(e.g. damage < $500k)

Minimal 
Damage Minor Damage

Minimal Injury Minor Injury

Minimal or 
No Impact Minor Impact

Reputation

Asset

People

Enviroment

E1 E2 E3 E4 E5

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

B1 B2 B3 B4 B5

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

Incident has occured 
multiple times in 

company or more than 
once per year

Incident has occured 
in company once or 
in more than once in 

industry

Incident has occurred in 
industry worldwide

Unheard of in industry 
but could occur

Incident has occured 
more than once in 

company

E 
Almost 
Certain 
(eg > 90%)

Insignificant 
(minor issue easily 

handled by day-to-day 
processes)

Moderate Impact
(e.g. damage < $1MM)

Considerable 
Impact

Moderate Local 
Damage

Major Injury/
Health Effects

Moderate 
Impact

Moderate 
(significant time and 
resources required)

Minor 
(some disruption 

possible)

Major National 
Impact

Major Impact
(e.g. damage < $10M)

Major Damage

Single Fatality/
Disability

Major Impact

Major 
(operations severely 

damaged)

Major International 
Impact

Extreme Impact
(e.g. damage < $35M)

Extensive 
Damage

Multiple Fatalities/
Permanent Total 

Disability

Massive Impact

Catastrophic 
(business survival 

at risk)

D 
Likely 

(eg 50-90%)

C 
Possible 

(eg 10-50%)

B 
Unlikely 

(eg 3-10%)

A 
Remote 

Possibility 
(eg < 3%)
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Lead the discussion through likely scenarios to draw out potential costs, both obvious and 
hidden. 

Be prepared to explain how the organization will handle an incident, managing communication, 
legal implications, and operational interruption.

Example: If our internal data or network is held hostage in a ransomware attack for 24-48 
hours, how would it impact us? 

• What could it cost in lost revenue, lost contracts, reputation damage, higher 
insurance premiums, damage to customer relationships, replacement hardware, 
etc.? 

• What’s the fallout from losing reputational value? Would we have to forgo a regular 
price increase to retain customers, for example?

ILLUSTRATE IMPACTS

Breach Reality: One Incident Has Far-Reaching Effects
Large tech manufacturer 
Incident: Hackers stole intellectual property and began 
counterfeiting their products. 
Impact: 

• Sales & shipping suspended during investigation

• Lost large government contract

• Dip in product sales

• Employee turnover

• Attorney fees and litigation

• Brand reputation hit

Source: Deloitte
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Prove that you’re using current budget to the fullest to manage risk. 

Illustrate budget investment and tradeoffs for:

• Acceptance 
Low likelihood/low impact risks that fall below an agreed-upon risk threshold, such 
as those that don’t threaten the organization’s operation. 

• Prevention Through Technology and Best Practices 
Define budget and resource allocation by risk/incident type.

• Mitigation & Remediation 
What budget is available at this stage based on the type of incident? What budget 
and / or resources are we willing to make available for resilience (incident mitigation 
and recovery)?

Reframe current and future security measures with the Board’s concerns in mind.

How do measures help:

• protect the organization during an incident
• preserve productivity
• use budget efficiently
• set the stage for growth

ACTION OR CONSEQUENCES

ESTABLISH SUCCESS
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TURNING ANSWERS INTO ACTION

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Visibility on a matrix helps quickly identify improvements that can be added to a roadmap with value-based reasoning. 

Importance/difficulty matrix
Rank each item by its potential impact, then difficulty.

Narrow your focus to 10-15 risk-related priorities. Rank them according to potential difficulty and potential impact.

Low Priority
High difficulty 
but low impact

Quick Wins
Low impact and 

low difficulty

Moonshots
High difficulty 

but high impact

Best Bets
High impact but 

low difficulty

PO
TE
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TY

POTENTIAL IMPACT

• Map tasks to help prioritize
• Broaden incident response plans to anticipate more scenarios.
• Create metaphors to make your case. Security is not a parachute or a brick wall, it’s like a 

fighter jet with radar system: it makes you more responsive and able to dodge trouble. An active 
approach to security helps maintain growth momentum. Yet it will continue to need tune-ups and 
modifications.

• Get a sense of how your company’s current posture compares to competitors in your industry. 
Check McKinsey research or consult a specialist security services provider.

• Agree on key metrics you will track and report. These will be different depending on your 
priorities and business but be sure there is a way to show how security  
enables business.

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/risk-and-resilience/our-insights/organizational-cyber-maturity-a-survey-of-industries
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Gaining a full picture of risks and controls can seem overwhelming – it’s not a one-person job. 
Start risk conversations so you can gain support and increased visibility. It’s a major move 
toward a proactive approach and taking your seat as a trusted advisor. 

Need to orchestrate an improved security posture and create success metrics? We’re here to 
help. Concertium works with clients to establish ROI on security spend and support decisions 
that serve the entire business. Talk to an expert today.

KEEP THE CONVERSATION GOING

https://webresults.info/talk-to-an-expert/
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Connect with our team:
www.concertium.com
813.514.4736         
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Concertium, ShieldWatch and all Concertium product/solution names are 
trademarks or registered trademarks of Concertium.
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Concertium is more than an MSSP.  
 
We are a business cyberpartner focused on security as a success factor. 
It’s our mission to armor clients with evolving protection and nimble incident 
management. Enter the realm of proactive cyber security strategy.  
 
Connect with us at www.concertium.com.

http://www.concertium.com
http://www.concertium.com

